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We at Japan Society North West are saddened
by the terrible events in Japan. We send our

Japan Society
North West
NEWSLETTER

heartfelt sympathies to the people of Japan.
For those of our Japanese members who
have friends and family out there, we
sincerely hope that they are safe and well.
Please know that our thoughts and wishes
are with you and with them.

Guilt or Pleasure?
The Way to Yoshiwara
On Saturday, 6 February, Timon Screech of SOAS, University in an academic journal, revealed and analysed the
of London, took us on a journey along the banks of the psychological transformation a man would experience on
Sumida river to Yoshiwara, the pleasure district of Edo (old the way to Yoshiwara, which helped us interpret and
name for Tokyo). Even the heavy rain on the day couldn’t understand better the various Ukiyoe that depicted the
dampen the enthusiasm of more than 40 people who area. A lively question-and-answer session followed the
attended the talk. Timon’s talk, also to be published soon talk.
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もっと 知 りたい！

Tell me more!

Japan Day In-Depth
In this issue, Brenda Thorpe, Associate 2nd Master of the Ohara School, will tell us about the fascinating world of
Ikebana (Japanese flower arranging) and her long journey through it. We are going to have a second Ikebana Workshop
by her in July. We hope this article will give you a good idea about Ikebana and her work.
The Manchester Chapter of Ikebana International started
with a small group of ladies that had heard of a similar
group in London. A Lady called Stella Coe brought Ikebana
to England in the early 1960's. Stella had lived in Japan
whilst her husband worked there and had learned Ikebana
of the Sogetsu school. When they returned to England she
soon gathered a small group of enthusiastic friends and
they soon began to study under her tutorship. They
received their charter and became London Chapter number
six. Soon a lady in Manchester heard about London
Chapter and not long after Manchester had a study group.
The study group became registered as a Chapter in the
early 1970's and it became Manchester Chapter number
sixty-two. At present there are 264 Ikebana Chapters
around the world - America, India, Thailand, New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa, South America and many in Europe.

I first became interested in Ikebana after I had been
learning and then teaching Western flower arranging for a
few years. Suddenly a vase full of flowers some hanging
upside down lost their beauty for me, and after watching a
demonstration of Ikebana at my Western flower club, I
became totally hooked. The study of Ikebana is an
adventure, which can last a lifetime. The simple beauty of
an Ikebana arrangement creates a sense of peace and
tranquillity for both the arranger and the viewer. It is an
enjoyable art form in today's hectic world. It opens our
eyes to a real appreciation of nature, which we can bring
in to our homes.
What really attracted me initially to this art was the fact
that few materials were used, and there was very little
waste, the other feature was the symbolism. The passage
of time in all living things is always visible in an
arrangement: There is always a little of the past: i.e., full
bloom blossoms, seed heads or dried leaves. A little of the
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present: i.e., half open
blossoms or perfectly
formed leaves. A little
of the future: i.e., buds
and unfurling leaves
suggesting
future
growth.
It took me many years
to qualify as a teacher.
I studied Sogetsu at
first as this was the
only school available,
but when I saw an
Ohara demonstration I
decided to pursue that
school. It took some time finding a teacher but once
having found her I rapidly advanced. Once I qualified in the
Ohara school I joined the European Ohara Teachers
Association (E.O.T.A.). Joining this association gave me the
opportunity to attend workshops and symposium. As
Manchester Chapter was traditionally Sogetsu, and as I had
to travel from my home in Yorkshire to attend meetings in
Manchester, I didn't have many opportunities for teaching.
Chapter meetings were mainly demonstrations. I did
however have a small group of friends who studied Ohara
in my home with me.
Ikebana materials may include all plant material, branches,
leaves, mosses, fruits and even vegetables as well as
flowers. Flower buds and withered flowers may be valued
as much as flowers in full bloom. In modern Ikebana even
metal and plastic materials may be used. An Ikebana
arrangement usually only includes a few kinds of
materials, for example flowers, leaves and branches. At
times, only one flower adorns a guest room, not because
other materials are unavailable, but because it alone out of
many was selected. In this case the arranger would feel
that one flower spoke more eloquently than a full vase.
Unlike other decorative arts, Ikebana uses an asymmetrical
form and "empty spaces" are an essential feature of the
composition. A sense of harmony among the materials, the
containers and the setting is very crucial. These
characteristics are typical of the Japanese aesthetic feeling
that Ikebana shares with traditional Japanese paintings,
gardens, architecture and design.
There are many schools of Ikebana, however learning
Ikebana is not like going in to a classroom where there is
a black board (or white board) and a teachers desk. When
we study Ikebana it is in a simple room where students sit
at a table (or in Japan kneel on the floor!) with a container,
our hasami (scissors), a kenzan (pin-holder) and a few
branches and flowers. There is no oasis, wire netting or
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other props. An
"Ikebana" literally translated
means the way
of flowers or the
use of living
flowers.
Thus
making
an
arrangement is
an act of quiet
concentration in
which each student brings out
her own feelings
and ideas. It is
the
arranger's
personal experience of that moment in time. I have now been studying the
art of Ikebana of the Ohara School for over fifty years, and
I am still learning.

NUMBER 28
fascinated me that at these workshops although each
person is given exactly the same material every
arrangement is completely different. Of course you can
never repeat an arrangement because no two branches,
flowers or leaves are alike, and every container is different.
Ikebana is really a very individual thing and is a wonderful
vehicle for free expression.
I hope that this has given you some idea of Ikebana,
especially as I consider that Ikebana is something for every
day. It is so satisfying to go out in to the garden, field or
hedgerow and gather a few simple materials and then
quietly blend them together. For example, when I make
Moribana (arrangements that are made in a wide-open
dish), the wide expanse of water, a few flowers and a
simple branch, arranged together can create a very
calming oasis after a busy day. Ikebana is never
competitive unlike Western flower arranging, so every
arrangement that you make is, as it were, first prize.

In the Ohara School, which is the school that I study, there
is a great emphasis on the use of seasonal materials. In
spring, the arrangement has strong vigorous growing
material and form. In summer the arrangement is lush and
spreading. In autumn the arrangement is sparser. In winter
when material is dormant the colours are muted.
The Ohara School, which is a very old school, is noted for
its scenic and naturalistic landscape arrangements. It also
recognises that the world is changing and so new ideas are
being incorporated. However I still prefer the older more
traditional arrangements, but admit to occasionally trying
"freestyle" with unusual materials.
My main activity has been in demonstrations, to groups
like Women's Institutes, Ladies Circles, Tangent clubs and
Church groups. Through this I have tried to spread the art
of Ikebana. Once I qualified as a Master I was able to attend
Masters seminars, which gave me the opportunity to visit
Germany, Holland Belgium and France. At these workshops
we were all able to use the different materials of the
country and learn a little of their culture. It has always

We had a very happy day at the workshop so perhaps we
should be able to meet again to make "Ikebanas" together,
sharing our materials and quietly bringing a little of the
wonderful outside world in to our lives. To end I will quote
a few Haikus (Japanese poems of seventeen syllables) and
suggest you use your imagination to see, if you can, in
your mind's eye an arrangement to illustrate them.

A voiceless flower
Speaks to the obedient
In-listening ear

Bad tempered I got back
Then in the garden
The willow tree

Be still a while and
Let the whirlpools of your mind
Be stilled
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聞かせて！日本の話

Member’s Experience in Japan
At last, you arrived in Japan and are starting a life you’ve been dreaming of... Or at least you thought. Was it really as
you dreamed of? In this issue, James Baugh, a successful English-Japanese translator, will tell us the realistic account
of his life in Japan.
The story begins with a needle and thread. A family friend was
doing a research project on embroidery, and she was
interested in the Kesa (robe) sewn by Zen Buddhist monks and
nuns before their ordination. So, we went to visit a local monk
at a Zen dojo in east Manchester. I'd always been interested in
Buddhism which led me back to the same dojo when I started
university a year or so later. Since I was studying
anthropology, I became interested in Japan also, and started
to learn the language in my second year as an undergraduate.
Two years later I was onboard a plane bound for Narita to take
up a teaching position in rural Japan after having studied
Teaching English as a Foreign Language at what was then
North Trafford College. Two weeks later I was living in a town
near the Fukushima-Ibaraki border about a hundred miles
north of Tokyo. An incredibly generous local family pretty
much took me in - though I lived in my own apartment that
the company had told me would come as a 'pleasant surprise.'
On stepping foot inside I quickly realised they were not
referring to the interior.
Anyway - the family. The father was a traditional Japanese
guy; a die-hard chimney republican-abroad who believed
smoking was good for the health (his favourite brand was
aptly named 'Hope'). He owned a used car company which was
also home to his two dogs, 'Bush' (hence the die-hard
Republican) and Shunosuke. The mother was a former juniorhigh school English teacher. She was religious as I was (am) though she a Jehovah's Witness and I a Soto Zen Buddhist.
Somehow, the two of us had been brought up to be extremely
sceptical of our country's 'indigenous' religions, and had
found solace in one from overseas. Yet somehow, we also had
a deeper mutual understanding because of this, though I was
in my early 20s at the time and she in her 50s.
She loves her eldest son dearly. A pseudo-chimpira who drove
round the outback of Ibaraki with purple lights outfitted on
the underside of his car listening to "rock-around-the-clock"
at full blast until the early hours of the morning. Whatever the

hour of the morning, he would sound his horn loudly on
returning to the street of his family home, 'to let her know I'm
back!' One of the teachers I worked with described him as "a
bad-boy." However, what I saw was a boy who loved his
mother in return, did her shopping, would pick her up and
take her to the onsen (spa baths). Despite these truly touching
affectionate displays of filial piety, no doubt his troubled
history (and present- that I will not venture to detail here) was
a constant burden to her in this small town where everyone
knew one another and no-one was a stranger.
One night we went to the local izakaya. Run by the "master." I
forget his real name, but "master" is the generic yet seemingly
affectionate name for an izakaya owner. I had had a few drinks

by the time we were going to make a toast. "Chin-chin" I said,
as I raised my glass. Admittedly, perhaps something of an
irreverent toast, even by UK standards. Everything goes quiet.
No-one says anything. I learned a few weeks later that "chinchin" means the male member. Imagine a young Japanese lad
in his 20s coming to the UK, going down the local and raising
his glass, and saying quite innocently with a well-meaning
smile on his face "COCK!" and you will come someway to
imaging what the experience must've been like for my
surrogate Japanese family (and the remainder of the clientele
within earshot). I recall that moment now, and remember there
was a somewhat forgiving, "must mean something else…" feel
to that silence…
Other than such nights in the izakaya, life in the town was
generally quiet and I would spend a great deal of time either
driving to various onsens with my chimpira companion or
driving amidst the fantastic northern Ibaraki-Fukushima
scenery alone, and visiting temples to practice Zazen - seated
Zen meditation. One of which - Eigenji (see photos) - was a
Soto Zen temple situated a 5 minute-walk from my apartment
in town. Eigenji held Zazen sessions twice a month - one for
the primary school children (not very well attended), and one
for the senior citizens (which enjoyed a thriving attendance by
comparison). I remember that the monk in charge would
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speak to me without adapting his language
whatsoever, at what seemed at the time to
be pouring out in excess of 100mph. I
found this endearing and refreshingly
unassuming, and considered it an
expression of his Zen demeanour that was
constant, unbiased and stable whoever his
audience may be.
This relative isolation had its benefits
however. One of which was that I would
have time to stay after work in my schools
in the evenings to join the sports club
activities with the students. At one juniorhigh I helped out with the football team
and in another I learned Kendo - the way
of the sword (bamboo swords!) .
My parents also came to visit during my stay in the town, and
we visited all the local sites which included Mt. Yamizo
(1,022m) - the highest of the peaks to the north of the town
on the border with Fukushima and Tochigi prefectures. This
mountain has been an important religious site since the
ancient past - the summit being the site of the shrine of
Yamizominejinja (see photos). My parents had a fantastic visit
to Japan, though my mother is not so keen on fish of any sort
let alone raw, which came as a problem at some of the meals.
One of the accompanying photos shows the meeting of my
Japanese and natural family at a Tonkatsu (deep-fried breaded
pork-cutlets) speciality restaurant - which was one form of
Japanese cuisine even my mother could grow accustomed to.
In the following year, I was transferred to a new location. I had
been given few details about my new location, though the
closer proximity to civilisation would be a major turning point
in my life in Japan. Unbeknown to me, the village was situated
5km away from one of Japan's major nuclear power stations. I
arrived at my new school to be faced with a device to detect
radiation levels located in the entranceway. I spent that night
feeling as if I had a persistent whole-body itch. I cheered
myself up with the idea that seeing as I had already lost my
hair a few years back, perhaps the extra radioactive
stimulation would give me a full head of hair once more (albeit
possibly a different colour). Local people didn't really discuss
the plant all that much, though I did later find out that there
had been a nuclear accident over a decade earlier in which two
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engineers
died
from
radioactive
poisoning. I was once sitting in the sauna
of the local onsen (the rotenburo - or the
balcony bath - overlooks the cooling
towers of the plant which flash blues and
red periodically to alert any low-flying
aircraft) and struck up a conversation with
a local man. He said there had been
"problems" with the crops of vegetables
and children born the year of the accident.
Despite my fears of core melt-down
(which were not infrequently exacerbated
by the images of the plant's cooling
towers swaying during the also not
infrequent earthquakes), the closer
proximity to the city made this an easy place to live, and
falling hopelessly in love with a sassy and piquant American
girl who lived in a nearby town made me all the more keen
(characteristically British understatement of the century) to
stay in the area for a second year.
During my time in Japan I had made sure to continue my
Japanese studies and, my surrogate Japanese mother back in

Ibaraki Prefecture had helped me to reach the 2nd grade of the
Japanese Proficiency Test before leaving Ibaraki, and I took the
first grade later. I began to think that a career using Japanese
may be a possibility for me, and so I attended an entrance
interview in Osaka for a master's course in interpreting &
translating Japanese at the University of Bath back in the UK.
It may seem strange to enrol for a British University
Programme while living in Japan as an ex-pat, but their main
focus for recruitment was Japanese students in Japan, so the
course directors would visit Japan annually to ensure their
student quota was met. I was fortunate enough to pass the
entrance interview. The master's course began the following
autumn, and I found myself the only male and one of only two
British students in a class of 12 interpreting/translating
students on the Japanese stream. And the rest is history… I'm
a professional translator now. But, looking back, I do feel this
strange fate that led me to where I am now. If I hadn't gone to
Japan, I wouldn't have gone to the University of Bath….. Going
to Japan surely changed my life in many ways than one. I might
have another opportunity to tell you all about it one day.
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Past Event Report: Braiding by Marge Quinn
On 15 January, Marge Quinn kindly demonstrated the art of Kumihimo
(Japanese braiding). There are 4 main kinds, Marudai, Takadai, Ayatakedai
and Karakumidai. Japanese used braids on Samurai armour and swords,
kimono and bags. A basic marudai (round) frame costs £60, so Marge
brought along some 'card looms' for people to try. Everybody enjoyed the
event and several people
took

extra

card

looms

home with them. For more
information, see the Braid
Society

Web

Site

-

www.braidsociety.com

Past Event Report: Bill Tingey
Bill Tingey’s talk and demonstration of bamboo splitting was held on 19 March. His talk was an eclectic collection of
observations on Japanese garden design and crafts, gained from his experience as a photographer.
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Future Events (visit our website for details)
Saturday 21 May 2011 2:30 pm - 4:15 pm
The guest speaker at this year's AGM will be
Ian Reader, Professor of Japanese Studies at
the University of Manchester. Ian will tell us
about the Shikoku Pilgrimage, a pilgrimage of 88 Temples, traditionally completed on foot, a journey of 900
miles.
Immediately following Ian's talk, we will be holding our
Annual General Meeting. The Society needs your support
at this important meeting. JSNW members only.
Venue: Padgate Community Centre
Contact: Nigel Cordon (events@jsnw.org.uk)

Saturday 16 April 2011

2:30 pm to 4:20 pm

June 2011

Manchester Go Club will be presenting the workshop,

Fun and games and Haiku; a work-

which will begin with a talk giving a

shop with Fred Schofield

brief history of this fascinating game

Venue: Padgate Community Centre

and an explanation of the rules. Afterwards there will be an opportunity for
members to play or watch games in
progress, supervised by the Go Club.
Venue:

Padgate

Community

Centre,

Station

Road,

2 July 2011
With Brenda Thorpe. Please bring
pruning scissors / secateurs. Tea and

Padgate, Warrington WA2 0QS

cakes will be provided.

Contact: Nigel Cordon (events@jsnw.org.uk)

Venue: Padgate Community Centre

September 2011

21 April 2011 and June 2011

With Professor Fukuhara

Venue: Etsu Restaurant, Liverpool

Venue: Calderstones Park, Liverpool

Contact: Angela Davies (angela@jsnw.org.uk)
It is with great sadness that we announce the death of
Professor Geoffrey Bownas. Professor Bownas

28 May 2011 and July 2011

established Japanese Studies at Oxford University in

Venue: Samsi In Manchester

1954 and at Sheffield University 12 years later. An

Contact: Yuko Howes (editor@jsnw.org.uk)

obituary will appear in the next issue of the Newsletter.

Editor’s Comment

Yuko Howes

編集後記

What were you doing on 11 March, 2011? For many Japanese, the date has become the one
they can never forget. My heart goes out to those who were affected by the terrible
earthquake. This is the best time you can show your support for Japanese people. If you want
to contribute to the relief effort, please check our homepage.
I hope you enjoyed the articles in this issue. If you’d like to share your special story, please
contact
Brenda Thorpe, James Baugh, Nigel Cordon, Kevin Howes.
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Focus on Members
Let us meet our members again. Questions asked were: 1. When did you become a member? 2. Why did you become
a member? 3. Is there anything you’d like us to do as an event? Let’s find out what they have to say!

1.

I

in

1. On Japan Day. 2. I wanted to meet

2010.

other people who had an interest in

joined

November,

2. I wanted to be

Japanese

culture

and

language.

My

able to keep up my

interest in Japan grew over the years

Japanese, and also

through martial arts training. I started

wanted to socialise

training in judo, as a junior, in 1959. I

with

like-minded

have also trained for a number of years

people. 3. Nothing

in shotokan karate and Tang Soo Do

in

particular,

(Korean karate). I currently study Kyusho

though my main

Jitsu, which is the Okinawan variety of the Chinese 'Dim Mak' (death

reason for joining

touch), and I am a 2nd dan instructor. 3. I think you currently cater

was for language practice, so if there were any

for most of my interests: conversation evenings, Japanese cooking

additional events related to same, I'd happily

and meals at Japanese restaurants, and martial arts. I would also be

participate.

interested in learning more about Japanese festivals and traditions.

1. I joined on Japan Day.
1. We joined in
2006

2. I

after

Japan for a year and I

finding out about

would very much like to

the JSNW during
a

visit

to

continue enjoying the

the

culture

“Japan Shop” in

language

home. 3. I am curious to

people from Japan or those with a special connection. At

see if I could invite a

that time we were working in Germany, yet over the years

local Japanese person to

we managed to attend a wide variety of JSNW events. 3.
range of things on offer, but when we do we’ll be sure to

and

now that I am back

Chester. 2. We were looking for a way to meet other

Right now we cannot think of anything to add to the

enjoyed living in

my

school

(I

am

a

primary school teacher) to teach the children about
Japanese culture and food.

let you know.
1.

15th

Jan,

at

the

kumihimo braid workshop.

1. We became

2. All aspects of Japan have

members in July

greatly interested me since

2010. 2. Yumi:

my pre-teens, kicked off by

I

the visual appeal of the

member

written language. At New

order to meet

Year I finally got the chance

other people to

to visit Japan, and on my

share Japanese

became

a
in

return I missed the constant stream of new information

culture and communicate with in the North West, and to

and chances to practice speaking Japanese. So, when I

make some new friends! Ian : I also wanted to meet others

got back to England, I searched for local Japanese

with an interest in Japan, and also to practise my Japanese

societies, found the JSNW, and joined the following day!

language skills with other people. 3. It would be

3. I'd love conversation evenings to be more frequent,

interesting if we could have a Japanese media-day with

but I'm enjoying everything that's currently running!

Japanese movies or anime. Of course, any food related day
would also be very welcome!
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